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Every patient suffering from Rheumatoid Arthritis is searching for alternative remedy, which could lower
down growth of Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in the body. A recent research by cure2arthritis.com states
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that the people who intake 10 units (not more or less) of alcohol a week have reduced the severity of
Rheumatoid Arthritis in body.
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In this research, RA patients were initially divided into two groups, First group include those patients
who do not take or have alcohol infrequently and the second group include those patients who take
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alcohol frequently (10 units of alcohol a week or five glasses of wine a week).
After 45 days, patients in the second group were observing lesser pain than before, whereas the
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condition of first group patients was still degrading at the same pace. Certain blood tests and X-Ray of
all the joints were led to validate the reality and it was found that, there was much lower level of
inflammation and swelling around the joints of the second group patients. Their X-Ray reports had also
reflected less damage to joints of second group arthritis patients when compared to the first group
patients in the same duration.
A lot of intense and deep research by cure2arthritis.com team, depicted that “the alcohol actually
restrains the activity of immune system at a certain point which has a major impact on the ground
where Rheumatoid Arthritis actually develops in body (when alcohol is taken in limited or prescribed
quantity). The alcohol’s insensitivity and anti-inflammatory effects tend to lower down the activity of
immune system in body and the actual reason behind reduced pain in the second group patients ”.
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Cure2arthritis.com founder said that “the chances of recovering from Rheumatoid Arthritis can certainly

cure2arthritis.com only by

increase with regular intake of prescribed quantity of alcohol, however any intake of alcohol apart from
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the prescribed quantity will certainly be harmful”.
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This research also resulted that the prescribed quantity of alcohol is also helpful in lowering down
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symptoms of RA severity in the body. The symptoms of RA were also found low in the people who drink
frequently and high in non-drinkers. In fact, alcohol is also useful in pulling down the risk of heart
disease in many patients.
Rheumatoid Arthritis medicines, including immuno suppressant drugs like Confluence could damage
the liver if patient intake more quantity of alcohol apart from the prescribed quantity with any immuno
suppressant medicines. The patients should certainly not exceed prescribed 10 units of alcohol or 5
glasses of wine a week in order to get relief in joint pain. It should be noted that drinking of more
quantity of alcohol, taking regular medicine or any antibiotic could harm liver.
Rheumatoid Arthritis is a disease, which is clearly a reflection of changing lifestyle, more than 2
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percent of world population is currently affected by Rheumatoid Arthritis. There is an urgent need to find
alternative treatment, which can lower down the RA effects and restrain further damage. Millions are
spent every year to discover a medicine to cure Rheumatoid Arthritis, patients can certainly restrain
themselves from every form of arthritis by adopting few simple measures.
A recent research conducted by cure2arthritis.com team, resulted that every men aged 45 and women
aged 42 will be suffering from one or the other form of arthritis after 2020.
Rating: +2 (from 4 votes)
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eastlandgrl said:
interesting, thanks
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sell this dom ain at sedo said:
I can imagine the hard work it must have been required to research for this post.All
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i can
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Up is just keep Publishing such post we all love it.And just to bring something to your notice,I
have seen some blog providng your blog as source for this information.

sell this dom ain at sedo said:
Nice article, nice blog, I have bookmarked your blog, it is worthy doing this. Thank you.
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liv ely browsers said:
Thanks for good stuff

On October 19, 2010

y eiy beqe said:
nice blog

On October 19, 2010

Nicolas said:
Good blog, very informative. suggest some products for arthritis

On October 26, 2010

Prostate Gland Problem s said:
nice post. thanks.

On November 10, 2010

Trant said:
Nice site, nice and easy on the eyes and great content too.
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Sloan said:
This is such a great resource that you are providing and you give it away for free. I
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websites that understand the value of providing a prime resource for free. I truly loved reading
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Ron Tedwater said:
Really nice post,thank you
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hoohi said:
i want to wish good luck to all cure2arthritis.com team for such a nice presentation

On November 14, 2010

and post.

kebuhuka said:
On November 15, 2010

good post
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